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France is on the front line for the war that islam openly declared to western civilization 
on 9/11/2001 by attacking the USA.

Despite France escaped bombs until now (unlike USA, spain and UK), France is the 
western country with the highest rate of muslim cultured  (about 10%).

And France is LOOSING the war, moving back step by step, licking the boots of the 
ennemy while spliting to the face of its allies, not only destroying itself its own culture, 
but promoting the culture of violence, sexism and agressive apartheid teached by the 
Koran.

Imagine that a mosquee was built in Poitiers  thanks to the mayor AND council 
who decided to give 300.000 euros to islam . 
Poitiers… The town where islam was defeated by Charles Martel has finally surrended without even fighting. 

Despite the decision of giving public money was cancelled by a court, the fact is that ALL elected people of Poitiers agreed to 
take an ILLEGAL decision, perfectly knowing it was illegal, just to lick the boots of invaders, begging to pay for peace ! 

Our coward politicians and journalists lie to the french population about islam in a nation wide (and even European wide) scale. 

Just an example : Do you know that it is thanks to muslims that the Nazis was crushed in Europe ? You believed it was thanks to 
the British and US people ? You’re “wrong”. 

A massive press+TV+Radio propaganda was organized for the movie “Indigènes” (Days of Glory) , where muslims fighting in 
Europe was all heroes, french all racists and allies just in the background for decoration purpose. Pupils was even taken to the 
cinema by their teachers to be sure they would know “the truth”. 

And now here is the last straw that breaks the camel’s back in Villefranche-sur-Saône, France, for the 2009 
anniversary of the 9/11 declaration of war.

Villefranche-sur-Saône is a small french town, the straw-event is tiny, absolutely not official, it is just the decision of one person, 
but it is higly symbolic of the collapse and surrender of France in front of the invasion of islam.

And the perfect example of the prediction made by Andy Wharol in 1968 : In the future everyone will have their fifteen 
minutes of fame (or, should we say here : of shame).

A young french woman of Villefranche-sur-Saône, converted to the religion of the invaders, will officially open her website exactly 
on 2009/9/11.

What is her website about ? Promoting islam by selling Hijabs, those openly sexist fabric prisons silently telling every people 
looking at it : “I’m muslim and you’re not. I want you to know that, according to the koran, I consider you inferior to me 
(2.221). If you are a woman, not only I consider you inferior to me, but inferior to men too (4.34). And I consider you also 
as some kind of shameless hussy in addition, still according to the koran (33.59).” 
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Opening a website exactly on a 9/11 to sell clothes which are nothing but propaganda for islam is openly showing full support to 
the declaration of war from islam to the western civilization which took place on 2001/9/11. No doubt. Whoever opened 
any website or any blog knows this. Note also that 2009/9/11/ will be a friday, hollyday for muslims, when they normally do not 
work.

Nobody, and above all no muslim, can ignore that september the 11th is now a symbolic date for violence of islam.

If this opening was just an individual “celebration”, with NO support from any french officials, or if it was a simple information 
given with clear and public disgust (at least with questionning about the choice of this date…) it would just be a stupid individual 
decision.

But it is NOT condemned, not at all, and it is ADVERTIZED by french press, without ANY disgust. The provocation, despite 
obvious, is not even supposed. The journalist not even asked the question : “Why opening exactly on 9/11 ?”. Talk about 
“journalism” ! 

The fact IS that this hijab-on-feet obviously thinks that France is already muslim and that she can spit on the whole western world, 
without having to face any consequence. She is right, there are no risks, just because she is not worth spending time for her. There 
are more interesting people to spend time for : the french living in her town.

She just forgot about a “tiny” detail : France is NOT yet a muslim country. And there are a lot of people in the western 
civilization… 

People ruling France, concerned only with being reelected or keeping their position, are NOT to be confused with french people 
living in France and faced with the troubles created by the invasion.

If elected people do lick muslim’s boots to be reelected, french people do not. They can see that more than 50% of the people in 
prison (ie more than 50% of trouble makers) are from the muslim cultured community, when they are just about 10% of the 
population. No need to be a Nobel price winner to understand that muslims should only be 10% of the people in prison if islam 
was the religion of peace that french elite celebrates… 

French people do whatever they can to either kick the ass of islam from neighbourhood or go away from it.

To increase the process, french people just need to receive the right information about islam. When french people have the right 
information, islam is quite easily defeated, and french elites cry in the newspapers about “racism”  to avoid hanger of defeated 
islam against them.

If you are disgusted by the opening of that website on 9/11, then ACT.

Bringing the information to the french people is a piece of cake and totally risks free (see below).

Do not let islam believe you decided to surrender and let it spread without even fighting. Let’s bring information about islam to 
every people living in Villefranche-sur-Saône, France. In that town islam is rising, as shown by that infamous opening of a website 
to promote islam exactly on 9/11.

In that town, Islam believes nobody knows, and will never know, about it’s true nature. 

Reconquista must start from somewhere.
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